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Testing, testing, testing...
Exacting tests at every stage ensure Harbeth maintains top quality
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accumulates
useful management
information on every drive unit
which is stored for ever. “We can
be certain that standards are
maintained over the long term and,
as our models remain in demand
for so long, absolute consistency
can be ensured.”
Harbeth have invested in two
of these state-of-the-art systems
which have been customised to
automatically generate labels
which will stay with the drive units
throughout their life.
“We’ve always believed that
drive unit testing and matching is
core to the Harbeth sound – this
takes it to a new level.”

Comprehensive, accurate and fast
– more information at the touch
of a button.
Precision DPA reference
microphone for year-in, year-out
measurement stability

QUALITY control has been at the very
heart of every Harbeth speaker since
Alan Shaw took over in 1986.
“They say that knowledge is power,
and the more statistical data we have
about our products the better we
can uphold our legendary quality
standards”, explains Alan.
The latest generation of computer
test equipment just installed at
Harbeth not only makes high
precision measurements faster, it

Labelling each drive unit with its
mini passport

Celebration at ISO9001:2008 success

ANOTHER successful audit confirms
that Harbeth’s top-to-bottom
business processes are A1.
“As Harbeth’s ISO compliance
manager, it’s my job to maintain
a paperwork system that puts the
customers’ needs at the front of our
business”, explains Anne Mattison.
“In the fourteen years I’ve been
here, I’ve instigated and upheld
rigorous systems from financial
management and personnel to

vetting suppliers and calibration
auditing.”
Harbeth’s annual ISO9001
auditor assures the independent
accreditation authority that we have
in place methods and processes to
protect our internationally revered
brand. “From the humblest washer to
the most expensive cabinet, we treat
quality very seriously and it is always
satisfying to be re-accredited”, says
Anne holding the certificate (right).
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The long search is over ...

“FOR the last two years I have been
looking for a decent speaker for my
vintage Sansui amps and receivers”
writes new Harbeth customer Pepa on
a well known audio forum.
“I tested several models of brandleading speakers”, he explains and
contacted Harbeth Croatia. “At the
end of last year I auditioned Harbeth
C7ES3s and Super HL5s”, he enthuses.
“Just several songs were enough to
decide which brand was right for me.”

It’s surely no surprise that, for a such
a serious music lover, the Harbeths
shone through!
“The Croatian distributor was
cordial and offered both models for
home listening”, Pepa explains. “After
several weeks I decided to order a
pair of Super HL5s: that was the end
of March. Although rosewood and
eucalyptus finishes were available
instantly, I craved tiger ebony which
were specially made for me at the

factory in
England and
shipped to
Croatia. “
They are now in
position and partnered with his
treasured Sansui amp and receiver
system.
And the verdict? “For now I’m v-e-ee-e-ry satisfied”, he enthuses.
Pepa has plans to experiment with
new stands then he plans to wind up
the volume and test them seriously!
Other contributors to his blog have
been remarking on the photos he’s
posted, including “love that finish, it’s
different from most SHL5s you see”,
and “...nice new speakers... I can smell
them from here!”
Harbeth likes to help its customers
but sometimes, for logistical reasons,
it’s just not possible to make all
finishes of all models available in all
markets.
Harbeth UK normally stocks a
wide range of veneers, but it’s very
hard to second-guess the worldwide
demand. Unfortunately, from time-totime, some stocks run low so always
check with your dealer to avoid
disappointment. “

The tiger ebonyfinished Super HL5s
in Pepa’s listening
room, partnered with
his classic Sansui amp
and receivers

Pioneering research into room acoustics
HARBETH took delivery of a the newlyreleased Pioneer N50s Network Audio
Player (pictured) being handed over to Alan
by Pioneer’s Brand Ambassador. He is a
long-time friend of Harbeth’s who has been
visiting the company since 1987 – shortly
after Alan took over from Dudley Harwood.

A big fan of Harbeth M30 monitors, and
now M30.1s, he has used them for many
years to critically evaluate new products.
“When we needed a state-of-the art
DAC solution for our room DSP research
programme, Frank was delighted to oblige”,
says Alan. “Since Pioneer withdrew from
the video market we have intensified our
investment in cutting-edge audio and offer
fantastic products, built to last and with
just the feature set customers like Harbeth
need”, says the Brand Ambassador.
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RADIAL™ – voyage towards the perfect cone #2
What goes into making every Harbeth drive unit’s unbeatable clarity and resolution.
Here, Harbeth MD Alan Shaw continues
the story of his journey to create the perfect
loudspeaker cone material. (Part One
appeared in July 2012)
YOU WILL recall that Harbeth approached
the British Government’s Science &
Engineering Research Council (SERC)
for research assistance to thoroughly
examine alternative cone materials.
Concluding that there were no ‘off the
peg’ solutions, the task was to formulate
and patent a novel blend of the best
chemicals. But which chemicals? And in
what ratio? And would they necessarily
bond, and remain bonded throughout
the working life of the loudspeaker?
“Everyone knows that metals have
a bright, clear tonality – which is
why a metal-coned speaker has its
advocates. Conversely, we believe that
polypropylene has a dullness of tone.
Supposing it were possible to combine a
metal with a polymer, would we have an
easy-to-mould cone with a clean acoustic
signature”? mused Alan Shaw.
If only it were that simple! Metals and
plastics are so fundamentally different,
that they cannot truly be bonded at a
molecular level, but the notion of using
very dissimilar materials and coercing
them into a bonded union gave our
scientists the inspiration they needed.
“If you zoom in to the polypropylene
molecule you’ll see a highly cross-linked
structure where the material is rubbery

with some ‘give’ – ideal for shampoo
bottles but not ideal for loudspeaker
cones. When you squeeze a shampoo
bottle, the energy applied by your hand
transfers into the plastic which causes
the molecules to run over each other
generating a microscopic amount of
friction-heat. This is a highly undesirable
characteristic for a cone because, when
the cone is being flexed by its voicecoil, the low-level transient energy
in the music will be dissipated (lost)
as heat in the cone and not radiated
as sound. The appealing character
of the metal cone is that its greatly
increased rigidity means more lowlevel detail is released but with the risk
of uncontrolled ‘ringing’ .
“Once you become acclimatised
to the sound of loudspeaker cone
materials, there is a perfect correlation

between the mechanical properties of
the cone and the fidelity [or not] of the
sounds you hear”, adds Alan.
It is one issue to look up the specifications of two desirable materials
which, in theory should combine, but
it’s quite another to persuade them to
fuse. Just consider their melting points:
a plastic which melts at 200ºC will scorch
another which readily melts at 100
degrees. The trick is to introduce a third
material, or ‘catalyst’, to assure bonding
whilst forming no part of the acoustic
mechanism – like adding a pinch of salt
to bring out the other flavours in the
dish.
to be continued.....

‘All screwed up’: a BBC LS5/8 300mm
polypropylene cone yields under the lightest of
pressure. Inset: generic polypropylene molecule.
“It’s all in the feel” (left) – polymer experts can
tell much about the blend by its touch, sheen and
aroma.
Final step: RADIAL™ compound, coloured black,
and ready to be moulded into cones (right).
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A day in the country
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Harbeths chosen to create new sonic sensation
NO FEWER than 19 Harbeth monitor
loudspeakers are at the centre of an audio
project to create a whole new ‘cinema’
experience minus the pictures.
Ear Films have taken delivery of a clutch
of P3ESR loudspeakers. They are busy
writing the drama and experimenting with
a massive 3D Ambisonic surround sound
layout for large audiences in which their
ears become their eyes.
“We’re delighted and excited to be part
of this work”, says Harbeth’s Trevor Butler.
“The true-to-life sound of our speakers is
the natural choice for situations where
sound is of paramount importance.”

Harbeths were also the first choice for
a surround-sound experiment in Osaka,
Japan, back in 2008 (pictured below) in
which 27 P3s were used to create a semianechoic sound room in the concert hall of
the Takenaka Komuten’s head office.

The audience in Japan was a solo
listener in the centre of the soundstage. Ear
Films are hoping to create a mass audience
experience as founder Daniel Marcus Clark
explains: “We are a unique production
company that uses purely audio to create
a cutting-edge, cinema-like immersive
experience that lets the ears not the eyes
take you on a magical journey.” He goes on
to explain: “We fuse three key components:
live story-telling, 3D sound and a cinematiclike musical score. For us, the soundscape is
even more important then moving pictures
for the being-there experience.”
Progress reports in following newsletters.
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STANDS - a global perspective
Rigid or damped, hollow or solid – filled , spiked or coned? What’s best?
A speaker’s stand can be the fine-tuning
which influences the overall sound, but choice
varies not only according to the taste and
needs of each customer, but from country-tocountry.
One view is that a Harbeth speaker with
its tuned cabinet does not benefit from being
coupled to a heavy stand which perhaps can
damp its energy. The opposing thought is that
heavy stands tighten up the bass and improve
imaging. Then there’s the debate about
whether or not to fill hollow stands. Many
users insist on floor-spikes which they claim
give a better performance. Others not.
We take a global look at stands tested by
Habeth’s distributors...

wood finish can be aesthetically pleasing”,
explains Walter Swanbon of Harbeth USA.
“It’s important not to over-damp the stands,
but a lot depends on the room acoustics.”
Europe
The preferred stands in France, according
to Marc Chassonnery, are the Skylan range
filled with Sky Premium Fill, designed by
Harbeth retailer Thomas Kruger in Germany.
“The sonic performance is fantastic!”, he
says.
In Spain, Harbeth customers prefer
heavy stands filled with silica sand. “We
use the ROGOZ, manufactured in Poland,
for ease of logistics”, explains Style Sound’s
Carmen Huguet.
Over in Germany, the preference is
also for heavy stands for the mini P3ESR .
“The other models are best with medium/
heavy stands, not made of metal”, explains
Bernd Hömke. “It’s also important to have
adjustable floor spikes while a little Blu-Tack
is highly effective for the top coupling”.

Heavily-damped stands are the first choice
for Harbeth in some countries...

North America
In The States, the clear choice is between
those who opt for Skylan stands (filled with
a lead shot/sand mixture or rice, etc.) and
wooden stands by Resonant Woods. “Skylan
are popular because they are tunable
(using accessories supplied) whereas the
Walter Swanbon of Harbeth USA and the Skylan
stands which are used in his Fidelis AV dems.

There’s a variation on stand choice in
Israel according to Igal Sabo. “Choosing the
right stand depend on the room size, music
genre and personal taste. When the room’s
big and open and he demands a fuller
sound we use massive stands filled with
sand. Where a customer looks for a more
dynamic and fast sound we use a light,
wooden stand with thinner feet.” Some
customers have their stands made to order
by a local carpenter. “
Skylan is also preferred in Serbia, but
only two-thirds filled, according to Darko
Bijelić. While Harbeth Russia report a
preference for Canadian Skylan’s there as
well, there’s a difference of opinion over
filling:“About 70% of users fill them to
achieve their desired results”, explains Alex
Entin.
For Danish customers, the choice
is for metal open-frame stands, usually
the square tube design which is used by
many UK broadcasters. “We experimented
with light and hard woods in an open
frame, but they didn’t produce such a good
result as the metal ones”, says Kristian from
tekni-fi.

Harbeth China relies on tailor-made stand
solutions from Sound Anchors in the USA.

on the stands and enjoy the music!”,
explains Kalson Chan from Harbeth HK.
Harbeth Japan has, for many years,
made a traditional lightweight, solid-wood
stand for Harbeths. Based on a simple but
elegant and effective design, it has been
progressively refined since the 1970s. Here
the synergy between audio equipment
and the washitsu room design must be
complementary.
Jimmy Goh of Harbeth in Singapore says
the preference among his customers is for
Skylan stands, filled with plastic pellets, to
create a medium-weight support.
Harbeth Malaysia find customer prefer
a light, open-frame stand . “We do not
recommend any filling”, says Sam Chan,
“because the overall musical experience is
more transparent and involving without.”
Oceania
Harbeth New Zealand have created their
own range of stands (Newsletter 32).
Combining maple in an open-frame design
with a powder-coated steel bottom plate
and solid brass feet, “My stands do not need
de-coupling pads between the speakers
and the stands”, says
Jason Parmenter.
...in Japan, lightweight
solid-wood stands blend
well with the traditional
home surroundings.

Customers in Sweden opt for either
Foundation or Skylan stands, or the Sound
Anchors from the USA.
Far East
In China also, Sound Anchors are
recommended. “Our customers prefer these
heavy, bespoke stands as they do not need
to fill them, just put their Harbeth speakers
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Harbeth provides ‘Pure Pleasure’
“Smooth as silk performance” has Indian hi-fi reviewer impressed

THE mini P3ESR has enthralled an
Indian hi-fi reviewer who found the
little monitor “easy on the ears’”and
“perfectly balanced”.
AV Max magazine titled the report
on the shoebox-sized speaker ‘Pure
Pleasure’ and it’s clear that reviewer
Sumit Bhosie was highly impressed
with what he heard.
Sumit wrote about the sound being
“as smooth as silk” and remarked on
a “distinctive performance that was
clean, resolute and most importantly
very entertaining”.
“This is an amazing accolade”, admits
Harbeth’s marketing man Trevor Butler,
“and it’s clear that the Indian reviewer
explained the whole concept of
producing a top-quality monitor and
charting the lineage of the legendary
BBC LS3/5A speaker right up to the
P3ESR with our RADIAL2™ drive unit.”
The article also highlighted the P3’s
“immaculate midrange, which had the
power to convert an otherwise regular
listening session into a very personal
and an intimate one.”

Summing up that these speakers
were “a delight”, the review concludes
that the P3 has “a high entertainment
quotient” particularly the “illustrative
mid-range response of the speaker,
which made the vocals sound full
bodied and extremely eloquent.”
The product, available in India from

Absolute Phase, scored four stars
in the write-up and was awarded a
‘Recommended’ status.
“This is high praise from our friends
in the Indian media”, adds Trevor.
“The P3 is clearly set to do very well
there as sales of Harbeth are steadily
increasing.” Well done Harbeth India!

Glorious panorama around the factory
Technology allowed Alan to digitally stitchtogether a series of images taken by Trevor Butler
from notable landmarks: Ouse Valley (left), view
north from Ditchling Beacon (below), and south
from Devil’s Dyke on the front page.
THE countryside around the Harbeth factory, set
in deepest Sussex, is just glorious as these two
panoramic view show – a third is used as the
masthead on the first page.

VENEER OF THE MONTH
WITH a range of carefully selected
veneers to match all tastes, we continue
to feature one finish in every newsletter.
We focus this time on the strikingly
beautiful tiger ebony which is exclusive
to the C7ES3, SHL5, M30.1 and M40.1
models. Harbeth’s Tiger Ebony is

uniquely coloured and exhibits
stunning black patterning throughout
on a very dark background. In the right
home, this veneer adds a degree of
sophistication.
Check with your local dealer for
availability.

Harbeth Audio Ltd, 3-4 Enterprise Park, Lindfield, West Sussex RH16 2LH UK
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